Abstract
Introduction
Transform-based image coding methods such as JPEG [l] and wavelet coders [a] are excellent at compressing natural images a t various compression rates. However these methods fall short when the histogram of an image has only a small number of active intensity values, i.e., a large portion of intensity values are never used to represent the image. We call such images "simple." Examples of simple images of interest include: bi-level images; gray-scale or color images scanned from bi-level images; computer generated graphics with simple textures, cartoons, screendumps, diagrams, etc. It is intuitively obvious that simple images are easier to compress than natural images, with high compression rates being achievable even if lossless compression is used. However a transform-domain representation is not necessarily as useful for simple images as it is for natural images. For example, transform coders produce a significant number of coefficients which have t o be represented with higher precision that the original pixels. This is especially inefficient when the original image was simple and contained just a few different gray-scale levels. Also strong Markov *This work was supported in part by Texas Instruments.
Integrated Media Systems Center University of Southern California Los Angeles, CA 90089 statistics in simple images, which can facilitate data source modeling and adaptive coding techniques, are not preserved through transform. Moreover, while the sharp edges in simple images are usually important visual objects requiring lossless or near-lossless compression, lossy transform coders can result in blurring sharp edges.
Our goal in this paper is to introduce an efficient image-domain compression algorithm that is particularly useful for simple images. The algorithm is proposed in the context of lossless and near-lossless compression since simple images are not only easier to compress but visually more susceptible for compression a.rtifacts than natural images. However, even in a lossy compression environment, these types of a.pproaches are useful. In particular, for compound iniages which contain both natural arid simple regions, efficient performance can be achieved even with lossless or near-lossless compression of the simple image regions.
A previous work that treats the simple irnage/subimage with a dedicated compression algorithm can be found in the course of RICOH's CREW algorithm development [3, 41. An early version of CREW depends on wavelet transform to obtain good coding performance for general continuous-tone images [ 3 ] . Performance degradation of this wavelet-based coder, when applied to images having "unusual" first-order Markov statistics, is considered in the improved version of CREW 141 which opts for a bisnary mode. CREW'S binary mode is an image-domain bit-plane coding algorithm based on a bi-level image coder similar to JBIG [ 5 ] , the ISO/ITU bi-level image compression standard. This algorithm is applied to parts of the image which are deemed to be simple based on a suitable segmentation criterion. With this option, CREW has achieved significant gains in compression performance for sirnple images and compound images containing large simple regions.
Our proposed coder is also based on bit-plane coding in the image domain. Thanks to its bibplane coding nature. the proposed coder. has the important 0-7803-5 148-7/98/$10.0001998 IEEE JPEG-LS [6] and CALIC [7] are other well-known irnage-domain algorithms that of€er good lossless compression performance for the general class of continuous-tone images. However, a s these algorithms have been developed with more emphasis on natural image compression, they are not expected to take thc full advantage of simple images. Moreover both JPEG-LS and CALIC are not able to generate embedded bit streams while our proposed coder enables progrcssive transmission or SNR scahbility of the compressed irnage through the embedded bit stream.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe our image coding algorithm, named Embedded Image-Domain Adaptive Compression (EIDAC).
As a means to increase the compression efficiency of EIDAC, h,istogram compaction is also discussed in the this section. Experiments and results are presented in Section 3.
Coding of simple imagles

Description of EIDAC algorithm
Given an input image, the compression algorithm processes the bit planes of the image successively, from the most significant bit (MSB) plane to the least significant bit (LSB) plane, thus achieving an embedded bit stream. See Fig. 1 for an example of the bit planes obtained from an &bit image. An adaptive binary arithmetic coder is used to compress each bit plane. The conditional probability model of t be adaptive arithmetic coder is instrumental for good compression perforniance and it is described in detail below. For an input bit to thte binary arithmetic coder in the current bit plane, the context model is composed of two sets of bits: one set containing neighboring bits in the same bit plane, Cintra, and the other containing bits from the other bit planes, Cinter. To avoid the use of overhead we use causal contexts, i.e., only the bits from the causal past, which are thus known to the encoder and the decoder, are used. An example of causal context model is shown in Fig. 2 .
The reason for conside:ring two separate sets of context bits is clear. First, the strong spatial correlation among image pixels also extends to some extent to its bit planes and thus using Cintra will be beneficial. Second, Cinter is particularly useful because we are running our algorithm on simple images. Consider as an example a bi-level image scanned as an 8-bit image as shown in Fig. 1 . In this case the two more likely intensity levels are going to be 00000000~ and 1111 11112. There are possibly a few levels that differ only in some of the LSB's from these two predominant levels. Thus, if a particular pixel's MSB is 1, the less significant bits would ale80 be 1 with high likelihood. This motivates the fact that, for simple images, gain can be achieved by using information about the previously scanned bit-planes and thus justifies the potential benefits of Cinter. Note that the situation is similar even if the original images are not scanned from a bi-level source. Since the number of gray-scale levels is much less than the maximum of 256 in those simple images, for each given pattern of, say, 4 MSB's, the number of possible combinations of 4 LSB's is likely t o be less than 16. This can result in high compression ratios when our context imodeling method is used. Although we can include more bits from the upper bit planes for more compression gain, we limit the CinteT bits only to the ones shown in this figure to avoid excessive computation and memory requirements.
Note that, for the simple context modeling example of Fig. 2 , we use only 4 bits for CintTa and up to 7 bits for CiTLteT. Though this context model can be good enough for bi-level or near-bi-level images, a more sophisticated context model can be employed to fully exploit the available information. For instance, any bits in the upper bit planes (i.e., the bit planes already encoded) can be used to define CinteT while a larger causal neighborhood can be considered to define CilztTa. In fact, for images with strong 'spatial correlation, we can achieve more compression gain by including the surrounding pixels' upper bit plane information. However we cannot arbitrarily increase the number of bits used for context modeling due to the associated increase of algorithm complexity-especially due to exponential increase of memory requirement. For the experiment in the later section, we employ a more complex Cinter as shown in Fig. 3 .
Once the context model has been selected, the compression algorithm processes each bit plane in the usual raster scan order. The only necessary side information is the dimension of the input image. Further compression can be achieved by using histogram compaction as described below.
2.2
Histogram compaction
If the number of active intensity levels is small, we can use side information to specify what pixel values are in use and represent each pixel intensity with a reduced number of bits. For exa,mple, suppose that only 29 active pixel values are used in a given image. Then we can represent the original image using only 5 bits per pixel (i.e. we need to code 5 bitplanes, instead of 8) after specifying those 29 levels explicitly as side information. The decision on whether t o use histogram has to take into account the trade-off between bits added by overhead and bits saved by removing redundant bit planes. For example, suppose we specify the active pixel values with a 256-bit overhead (for 8-bit gray-scale images) where the i-th bit is set to 1 if the grayscale level i -1 is present in the original image or set to 0 otherwise. Obviously, histogram compaction would not be worth considering if the bit plane reduction savings are less than the 256 bits of overhead.
Experiments and results
We implemented the EIDAC algorithm using 4 bits for CintTa as in Fig. 2 : the adjacent bits to the current bit in W, N, NW, and NE directions. The number of bits used in Cinter depends on the bit plane and can be as many as 15 bits. When encoding the k-th bit plane BPk, k = 0,. . . , 7 , we consider 7 -k bits from the upper bit planes at the pixel location for the current bit, where BP7 denotes the MSB plane and BPO the LSB plane. Cinter also includes 4 bits from each of BP7 and BPk + 1 at the pixel locations for the CintTa bits. See Fig. 3 for the Cinter bits.
We start by emphasizing that EIDAC, in its version without histogram compaction, generates an embedded bit stream as shown in Table 1 and Fig. 4 . Embedded coding enables both lossy compression and lossless compression, and is a convenient feat,ure for a number of applications in addition to facilitating rate control.
The compression performance of EIDAC and other lossless image-domain coders for the test images are summarized in Table 2 , where we use the t,est images used by the Piecewise-Constant Image Coder (PWC) [8] , a lossless algorithm aimed at compression of computer graphics images. These images are available on the Internet [9] and were converted first, to grayscale, as our current version of EIDAC can only handle 8-bit gray-scale images.
To the best of our knowledge PWC is the best coder to be found in the literature for compression of' simple images so that this coder serves here as a benchmark. The results in the column labeled I-JBIG are obtained by applying JBIG independently t o the the bit planes of the test images. In the next column are the compression results using Compuserve's Graphical Interchange Format (GIF). We also consider Context-based Adaptive Lossless Image Coder (CALIC), one of the best lossless coding algorithms for general gray-scale images [lo] . Note that I-JBIG and EIDAC are the only embedded schemes among those in Table 2 .
EIDAC is used with and without histogram com- Table 3 provides results for a set of natural images. Whereas neither EIDAC nor PWC were specifically designed with natural images in mind, this comparison is useful to evaluate the robustness of these algorithms when used on images that are not as simple as expected. It can be seen that EIDAC, the only embedded algorithm considered, provides competitive performance, and even outperforms CALIC for certain images. It can also be seen that it is more robust than PWC t,o the lack of simple of characteristics in the source images.
As a summary we have proposed EIDAC as an efficient image-domain algorithm for compression of simple images. Our experimental results show that EIDAC outperforms other schemes such as GIF or CALIC, but not PWC, which is also specifically targetted at simple images. However, an important feature of EIDAC is its ability to produce embedded bit streams, unlike CALIC, GTF, or PWC. The EIDAC algorithm has been proposed t o the ongoing JPEG 2000 standardization effort, as a part of the algorithm contribution of [ll] . EIDAC is used to complement an embedded wavelet coder for tiling-based coding of compound images where classification is used to determine which parts of the image are simple. We are currently exploring more sophisticated context modeling for both Cintra and Cinter as well as tehcniques for histogram compaction that preserve embedded coding property of EIDAC.
